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1. Introduction

• Self-attention networks (SANs) have achieved promising
progress in various natural language processing tasks such
as machine translation, summarization
• The appealing strength of SANs derives from high

parallelism and flexibility in modeling dependencies
among the input elements

• Towards generating sentence representations, SANs
calculate the attentive output by glimpsing the entire
sequence

• Parameterize selection action a ∈ {SELECT, DISCARD}
for each input element with an auxiliary policy network

• SELECT(1) indicates that the element is selected
• DISCARD(0) represents to abandon the element

5. Evaluation of Syntactic Structure Modeling

4. Evaluation of Word Order Encoding

6. Analysis on Linguistic Properties
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2. Our Approach

• In most case, only a subset of input elements are important
to generate the sentence representations

• Towards tackling this issue, we adopt a universal and
flexible implementation of selective mechanism called
selective self-attention networks (SSANs)

• SSANs select a subset of input words by an additional
selector module, on top of which self-attention networks
are conducted

2.1 Selector

2.2 Gumbel Relaxation

• gumbel-sigmoid to approximate the sampling
• G’ and G’’ are gumbel noises
• " is temperature parameter

3. NLP Benchmarks

4.1 Detection of Local Word Reordering 4.2 Detection of Global Word Reordering

• Bigram order shift detection aims to test whether an
encoder is sensitive to local word orders

• A certain portion of sentences are randomly extracted to
construct instances with illegal word order

• e.g. What are you doing out there? => What you are
doing out there?

• A random word is popped and inserted into another
position

• The objective is to detect both the original position the
word is popped out, and the position the word is inserted

• e.g. Bush held a talk with Sharon. => Bush a talk held
with Sharon.

5.1 Structures Embedded in Representations 
• Tree Depth check whether examined model can group

sentences by depth of longest path from root to any leaf

• Top Constituent classify sentence in terms of sequence of
top constituents immediately below the root node

5.2 Structures Modeled by Attention 
• Constructing constituency trees from the attention

distributions
• Attention distribution within phrases is stronger than the

other
• When splitting a phrase with span (i, j), the target is to

look for a position k maximizing the scores of the two
resulting phrases

• Utilize Stanford CoreNLP toolkit to annotate English
sentences as golden constituency trees


